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No  Assembly 
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Hosted by Year 2 
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COMMUNITY DIARY 
Inclusions may be added in the  

diary at the front office. 
 

 

March 
 
1          Swimming Carnival 
14-15   Year 3 Camp 
20    9am- 2pm School 
    Student Photo Day 
27-29   Year 4,5 &  6 Camp 
 
April 
 
2 6pm- 7pm Parent     
 Literacy Information 
 Session 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

At Weetangera School our students and teachers work hard to develop a 
growth mindset towards learning and personal growth. Having a growth 
mindset means that we do not back down when things are difficult but 
instead focus on not having the skills or knowledge ‘yet’ and understanding 
that with enough focus and effort, one day we will.  
 

Is it easy to develop a growth mindset? 
 

Developing a growth mindset isn’t easy, however, it is achievable with time 
and effort. Students develop a growth mindset by recognising that the brain 
isn’t a fixed entity and that improvements can be made through learning new 
information. 
 

How do you develop a growth mindset? 
 

A growth mindset can be developed by monitoring and evaluating your 
performances to identify how you can improve next time. Another way in 
which you can develop a growth mindset is by talking to yourself in a positive 
way, for example, instead of saying I can’t do it, say I can’t do it yet. 
 

How can I help my child develop a growth mindset? 
 

Research has shown that parents can help their child develop a growth 
mindset by praising their efforts rather than praising their existing talents. 
Other research suggests that presenting failures in a more positive light can 
encourage learning and in turn increase your child’s belief that they can 
improve. 
 

In the coming weeks we have school events such as camps and swimming 
carnival that may put students out of their comfort zones. In the lead up to 
these events, students will be encouraged to adopt a growth mindset to 
recognise the opportunities these special events hold and how positive their 
participation can be.  
 

Please be mindful of due dates for camp. This information is required to 
finalise arrangements with the venues. 
 

Hats on the playground 
 

A reminder that Weetangera School is a SunSmart school and all students 
are always required to wear hats when outside for play times and outdoor 
learning such as physical education. Please ensure that your child has a 
labelled hat to wear at school.  
 
Regards 

 

 

Bec Smith  

 
 
 

Weetangera School is an 
ANAPHYLAXIS AWARE SCHOOL 

Avoiding eggs and all nuts 

 

Attachments 
 

Event Flyer 

https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/how-to-develop-a-growth-mindset/#mafail
https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/how-to-develop-a-growth-mindset/#mafail
https://goldin-meadow-lab.uchicago.edu/sites/goldin-meadow-lab.uchicago.edu/files/uploads/PDFs/2013%20gunderson%20praise%20paper.pdf
https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/how-to-develop-a-growth-mindset/#mafail
https://goldin-meadow-lab.uchicago.edu/sites/goldin-meadow-lab.uchicago.edu/files/uploads/PDFs/2013%20gunderson%20praise%20paper.pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797616639727


 

AWARDS CERTIFICATES  
 

At last week’s Senior School Assembly 
certificates were awarded for:  

Communication:  Sam W, Flynn C, Scarlett K,   
      Olivia C, Emma S, Kiesha L  
              Milly F. 

Creativity:      Xavier G (AOM), Amara H,   
                      Ryan J (AOM), Tommy J, Zac C, 
                      Emma S (AOM), Namejs M. 

Collaboration:      Torkieah M, Azka H, Felicity G,  
              Aidan G, Jasper N, Max McG,  
                      William G. 

Critical Thinking: Nathan P, Finn C, Archie L,    

      Sam G, Imogen O.  

 

Congratulations to Scarlett W who has 
successfully trialled for the Canberra 
United under 14s team (even though she 
should be playing for the under 12s). Her 

hard work and determination has paid off!! 
 

 We are very proud of you.  
 
 

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS 
 

The second hand uniform stall will be back up and 
running this week. This term, the stall will be open 
on Wednesday’s. The stall is held in the old hall 
every Wednesday of term from 2:30-2:55pm. 
 

All jackets and jumpers remain $2 and everything 
else is $1.  
 

We welcome all donations of good quality school 
uniforms which can be dropped off at the front desk.  
 

If you have any questions at all, please contact Sam 
on ms_samantha_jane@hotmail.com. 
 
 

READING AT THE TANG 
8:30am to 8:55am   

 

The library is open every morning for students 
with accompanying parents/carers to sit quietly 

and share a book.  
 

ALL WELCOME   

 

PARKING AT SCHOOL 
 

When dropping or picking up children from 
school, remember to park safely and legally. 
Parking across pedestrian crossings, 

corners, verges and double parking can block 
children from seeing the road and this can be fatal. 
Inspectors will be patrolling school zones to enforce 
safe driving and parking behaviours. 
 
SAFETY REMINDER 

 

For the safety of your children and those 
of other parents, PLEASE make sure they 
use the school crossings when entering or 
leaving the school grounds especially on 
Shumack Street.  A large number of 
students were, dicing with danger, 
crossing from between parked cars this 

week.  Oncoming traffic is not expecting this and a 
serious accident can occur.  

mailto:ms_samantha_jane@hotmail.com


 
 

 
 

Spotlighting  
 Weetangera 

brought to you by Year 5/6 (Unit 7) 

Our beginning of the year activities have 
helped us to create a learning environment 
where we feel happy and safe to learn and 

take risks.  



 

 


